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CRT’s Goals & Objectives
• Ultimate outcome: people use the CRT to help them build climate resilience
• Goals:

– Help people find and use timely and relevant science-based tools, information, 
and expertise they need to plan and prepare for hazards

– Improve people’s understanding of, and ability to manage, their climate-related 
risks and opportunities.

• Objectives:
– Sustain partnerships with topical and regional subject matter experts to identify 

and co-produce content and metadata
– Co-develop & evolve an online framework for discovery of relevant, actionable 

information and tools
– Engage with decision makers to promote awareness & use of the site, and to 

solicit feedback to guide and inform its evolution 3



CRT Target Audiences
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CRT’s Target Audiences

1. Adaptation Decision Service Specialists                                     
(i.e., “go-the-last-mile service providers”)

2. Municipal planners and other city officials

3. Energy and Water Utilities

4. Natural resources managers

5. Facilities and infrastructure managers

6. Business operations and supply chain managers

7. Policy makers at all levels of government
5



Motivated information seekers
• Application-oriented professionals seek locally & temporally relevant info 

that can help them better manage their assets (both risks & opportunities).
• Key Questions:

– How do I develop and implement a climate resilience plan? 
– What are others (like me) doing?  How are they doing it?  With what outcomes?
– How are local climate conditions changing?  How are climate conditions projected         

to change in the future?
– What climate / weather / environment variables affect my valued asset?  What are   

my thresholds? (not affected => affected => damaged or destroyed)
– Who can answer my questions?  Who can help me answer questions I haven’t even 

thought to ask yet? 
– Who can build my / my staff’s understanding, skill & capacity?
– How can I make a no-regrets decision in the face of so much uncertainty?
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CRT’s “Steps to Resilience” Framework

Did you know?

Why should we care?

What can we
do about it?
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Science agencies’ inputs to StR Steps 1 and 2

Is asset 
exposed to 

climate hazard?
YES

Is asset 
sensitive to 

climate hazard?

Potential cost   
of damages?

Asset is at
high risk

YES

NO

YES YESAsset is 
vulnerable

Does asset have 
adaptive 
capacity?

High 
probability

the hazard will 
occur?

Gov’t resources useful Local knowledge needed Output needed for next stepLEGEND: 8



Science agencies’ inputs to StR Steps 3-5

Willing to  
tolerate the risk? NO

Are there 
options to build 

resilience?

Select 
options

YES

NO

Asset is 
vulnerable

Are some 
options 

affordable?

Gov’t resources useful Local knowledge needed Output needed for next stepLEGEND:

Would options
harm our 

environments?

YES

Do we have an 
ability to 

implement?

Make a 
plan of 
action

Execute 
Action 
Plan

Did action(s) 
measurably 
reduce risk?

9
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CRT’s case studies and tools in StR context

8 Case Studies, 294 Tools 

31 Case Studies, 171 Tools

27 Case Studies, 129 Tools

19 Case Studies, 52 Tools

64 Case Studies, 63 Tools
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CRT’s Climate Explorer helps people understand 
how exposure to climate hazards is changing  

https://crt-climate-explorer.nemac.org
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Downscaled projections for every U.S. county
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Downscaled projections for every U.S. county
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Motivated information seekers
• Application-oriented professionals seek locally & temporally relevant info 

that can help them better manage their assets (both risks & opportunities).
• Key Questions:

– How do I develop and implement a climate resilience plan? 
– What are others (like me) doing?  How are they doing it?  With what outcomes?
– How are local climate conditions changing?  How are climate conditions projected         

to change in the future?
– What climate / weather / environment variables affect my valued asset?  What are   

my thresholds? (not affected => affected => damaged or destroyed)
– Who can answer my questions?  Who can help me answer questions I haven’t even 

thought to ask yet? 
– Who can build my / my staff’s understanding, skill & capacity?
– How can I make a no-regrets decision in the face of so much uncertainty?
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Questions?
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